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MARIA THEREZA ALVES

Inanna, 2017
glass, seed-necklace
verre, collier de graines
25 x 24 x 34,5 cm (9.8 x 9.4 x 13.5 in.)
unique artwork
private collection
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Untitled, 2018
glass
verre
34 x 24 x 24 cm (13.4 x 9.4 x 9.4 in.)
unique artwork
ALVE18123
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Olea europaea (1), 2018
painting on paper
peinture sur papier
paper: 66 x 51 cm (26 x 20.1 in.)
frame: 75 x 60 x 3 cm ( 29.5 x 23.6 x 1.2 in.)
unique artwork
ALVE18120
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Olea europaea (3), 2018
painting on paper
peinture sur papier
paper: 66 x 51 cm (26 x 20.1 in.)
frame: 75 x 60 x 3 cm ( 29.5 x 23.6 x 1.2 in.)
unique artwork
ALVE18122
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The flood (My favorite cousin, Piu), 2017
watercolour and acrylic on paper, wooden frame,
plexiglass
aquarelle et acrylique sur papier, cadre bois,
plexiglas
watercolor: 56 x 77 x 3,5 cm (22.05 x 30.31 x 1.18 in.)
text: 50 x 65 cm (19.69 x 27.95 in.)
unique artwork
ALVE17104
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The Flood, 2013
acrylic and pencil on paper
acrylique et crayon sur papier
29.8 x 37,8 x 3,5 cm (11.7 x 14.9 x 1.4 in.)
unique artwork
ALVE17093
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The Flood, 2013
painting watercolour on paper,
wooden frame, plexiglass
peinture aquarelle sur papier, cadre
bois, plexiglas
25 x 30 x 3,5 cm (9.8 x 11.8 x 1.4 in.)
unique artwork
ALVE17094
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The Flood, 2013
painting watercolour on paper,
wooden frame, plexiglass
peinture aquarelle sur papier, cadre
bois, plexiglas
24 x 32 x 3,5 cm (9.45 x 12.6 x 1.4 in.)
unique artwork
ALVE17096
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Untitled (Unrejected Wild Flora), 2017
acrylic on paper, wooden frame, glass
acrylique sur papier, cadre en bois, verre
frame: 102,3 x 72,8 x 3 cm ( 40.3 x 28.7 x 1.2 in.)
unique artwork
ALVE17087
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Untitled (Unrejected Wild Flora), 2017
acrylic on paper, wooden frame, glass
acrylique sur papier, cadre en bois, verre
frame: 102,3 x 7,8 x 3 cm ( 40.3 x 28.7 x 1.2 in.)
unique artwork
ALVE17088
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Untitled (Unrejected Wild Flora), 2017
acrylic on paper, wooden frame, glass
acrylique sur papier, cadre en bois, verre
frame: 102,3 x 72,8 x 3 cm (40.3 x 28.7 x 1.2 in.)
unique artwork
ALVE17090
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Nowhere, 1991
10 black and white photographs,
marker, paint, wood
10 photographies noir et blanc,
marqueur, peinture, bois
variable dimensions
unique artwork
ALVE16084
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Coigbâcete recou (Metaplasmos), 2014
bronze
bronze
50 x 28 x 24 cm (19.7 x 11 x 9.4 in.) / 20 kg
ed. 5 + 2 AP
ALVE15078
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Aimõbucu (Metaplasmos), 2014
bronze
bronze
59 x 39 x 17 cm (22.4 x 15.3 x 6.7 in.) / 16,1 kg
ed. 5 + 2 AP
ALVE15079
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Aicoabeeng (Metaplasmos), 2014
bronze
bronze
50 x 45 x 16 cm (19.7 x 17.7 x 6.3 in.) / 20,5 kg
ed. 5 + 2 AP
ALVE15080
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A possible revearsal of missed opportunities, 2016
3 inkjet on paper
3 impressions sur papier
each : 200 x 147 cm (78.7 x 57.9 in.)
unique artwork
collection Reina Sofia (ES)
ALVE17086
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Seeds of change: Bristol, 2007-2012
photos, text, map, framed
photographies, texte, plan, avec cadre
90 x 140 cm (35.4 x 55.1 in.)
ed. 1 + 1 AP
ALVE14074
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Seeds of change: Liverpool, 2004
photos, text, map, framed
photographies, texte, plan, avec cadre
115 x 225 cm (45.3 x 88.6 in.)
ed. 1 + 1 AP
ALVE14076
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Seeds of change: Reposaari, 2001
photos, text, map, framed
photographies, texte, plan, avec cadre
110 x 215 cm (43.3 x 84.6 in.)
ed. 1 + 1 AP
ALVE14077
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Beyond the painting, 2011
video work, color
oeuvre vidéographique, couleur
23’43’’
ed. 5 + 2 AP
ALVE12033
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Through the Fields and into the Woods, 2007
iron, metal chains
fer, chaînes en métal
225 x 70 cm (88.58 x 27.56 in.)
unique artwork
ALVE08027
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What is the color of a German Rose, 2005
video work transferred to DVD
oeuvre vidéographique transférée sur DVD
6’14’’
ed. 5 + 2 AP
ALVE08004
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Diothio Dhep, 2004
video work transferred to DVD
oeuvre vidéographique transférée sur DVD
2’35’’
ed. 5 + 2 AP
ALVE08006
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Iracema (de Questembert), 2009
video work transferred to DVD
oeuvre vidéographique transférée sur DVD
26’43’’
ed. of 5 + 2 AP
ALVE09029
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In Spanish Harlem (2), 1983
digital photograph
photographie numérique
60 x 40 cm (23.6 x 15.7 in.)
ed. 5 + 2 AP
ALVE08026
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Fondation Groupe EDF, Courants Verts, Paris, France, 2020
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Michel Rein, Oh les beaux jours (Happy Days), Paris, France, 2020
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MIMA - Middelsbrough Institute of Modern Art, Fragile Earth : seeds, weeds, plastic crust, Middelsbrough, Royamme-Uni, 2019
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MIMA - Middelsbrough Institute of Modern Art, Fragile Earth : seeds, weeds, plastic crust, Middelsbrough, Royamme-Uni, 2019
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IAC - Institut d’Art Contemporain, The Middle Earth, Villeurbanne, France, 2018
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IAC - Institut d’Art Contemporain, The Middle Earth, Villeurbanne, France, 2018
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IAC - Institut d’Art Contemporain, The Middle Earth, Villeurbanne, France, 2018
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IAC - Institut d’Art Contemporain, The Middle Earth, Villeurbanne, France, 2018
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IAC - Institut d’Art Contemporain, The Middle Earth, Villeurbanne, France, 2018
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Michel Rein, Seeds of Change: New York - A Botany of Colonization, Paris, France, 2018
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Michel Rein, Seeds of Change: New York - A Botany of Colonization, Paris, France, 2018
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Michel Rein, Seeds of Change: New York - A Botany of Colonization, Paris, France, 2018
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Michel Rein, Seeds of Change: New York - A Botany of Colonization, Paris, France, 2018
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Vera List Prize Center, Parsons - The New, School of Design, Seeds of Change: New York - A Botany of Colonization, New York, USA, 2017
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Vera List Prize Center, Parsons - The New, School of Design, Seeds of Change: New York - A Botany of Colonization, New York, USA, 2017
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Vera List Prize Center, Parsons - The New, School of Design, Seeds of Change: New York - A Botany of Colonization, New York, USA, 2017
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Vera List Prize Center, Parsons - The New, School of Design, Seeds of Change: New York - A Botany of Colonization, New York, USA, 2017
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Michel Rein, The Flood, Brussels, Belgium, 2017
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Michel Rein, The Flood, Brussels, Belgium, 2017
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Centre Andaluz de Arte Contemporàneo (CAAC), El largo camino a Xico (1991-2014), Seville, Spain, 2015
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Centre Andaluz de Arte Contemporàneo (CAAC), El largo camino a Xico (1991-2014), Seville, Spain, 2015
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Centre Andaluz de Arte Contemporàneo (CAAC), El largo camino a Xico (1991-2014), Seville, Spain, 2015
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Centre Andaluz de Arte Contemporàneo (CAAC), El largo camino a Xico (1991-2014), Seville, Spain, 2015
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Centre Andaluz de Arte Contemporàneo (CAAC), El largo camino a Xico (1991-2014), Seville, Spain, 2015
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Centre Andaluz de Arte Contemporàneo (CAAC), El largo camino a Xico (1991-2014), Seville, Spain, 2015
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Art Dubai projects, A4 Space, Wake: Flight of Birds and People, Dubai, United Arab Emirates, 2015
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Art Dubai projects, A4 Space, Wake: Flight of Birds and People, Dubai, United Arab Emirates, 2015
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Michel Rein, Beyond the Painting / Unrejected Wild Flora, Paris, France, 2014
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Michel Rein, Beyond the Painting / Unrejected Wild Flora, Paris, France, 2014
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Seeds of Change: Floating Ballast Seed Garden, Bristol, Royamme-Uni , 2012
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Seeds of Change: Floating Ballast Seed Garden, Bristol, Royamme-Uni, 2012
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dOCUMENTA (13), El regreso de un lago, Kassel, Germany, 2012
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dOCUMENTA (13), El regreso de un lago, Kassel, Germany, 2012
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dOCUMENTA (13), El regreso de un lago, Kassel, Germany, 2012
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dOCUMENTA (13), El regreso de un lago, Kassel, Germany, 2012
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Musée d’Histoire de Nantes - Château des Ducs de Bretagne, Par ces murs nous sommes mal enfermés, Nantes, France, 2012
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Musée d’Histoire de Nantes - Château des Ducs de Bretagne, Par ces murs nous sommes mal enfermés, Nantes, France, 2012
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Kunsthalle Basel, Strange Comfort (Afforded by the Profession), Basel, Switzerland, 2010
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Kunsthalle Basel, Strange Comfort (Afforded by the Profession), Basel, Switzerland, 2010
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29th São Paulo Biennial, There is always a Cup of Sea to sail in, São Paulo, Brazil, 2010
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29th São Paulo Biennial, There is always a Cup of Sea to sail in, São Paulo, Brazil, 2010
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Mirta Demare Gallery, Seeds of Change, Rotterdam, Netherlands, 2009
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Mirta Demare Gallery, Seeds of Change, Rotterdam, Netherlands, 2009
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Michel Rein, Constructed Landscapes, Paris, France, 2009
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Michel Rein, Constructed Landscapes, Paris, France, 2009
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Michel Rein, Constructed Landscapes, Paris, France, 2009
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Michel Rein, Constructed Landscapes, Paris, France, 2009
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3rd Guangzhou Triennial, Farewell to Post-Colonialism, Guangzhou, China, 2008
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3rd Guangzhou Triennial, Farewell to Post-Colonialism, Guangzhou, China, 2008
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Contemporary Art Center, Circa Berlin, Copenhagen, Denmark, 2005
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Contemporary Art Center, Circa Berlin, Copenhagen, Denmark, 2005
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Maria Thereza Alves
Mousse Magazine
summer 2019
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Asharq Al-Awsat
May 16th, 2018

Maria Thereza Alves
ARTNEWS
July 20th, 2018
by Andy Battaglia

Maria Thereza Alves
MARIA THEREZA ALVES

New York High Line Park Displays Works of 9 Artists

New York visitors can now enjoy some culture in Manhattan at an outdoor art exhibition
organized along the High Line Park. The High Line, a deserted old railway that was
transformed into a park in New York, will display the artworks of nine painters until
next March at a massive exhibition entitled "Agora." The works of the nine painters
focus on the role of art in the definition, creation and use of public spaces. The name of
the exhibition is taken from the ancient Greek word that refers to the square, which is
traditionally the gathering place, according to the organizers. The pieces were placed
along the two-mile-long park on the west side of Manhattan from Gansevoort Street
in the Meatpacking district to the 34th street. The participating painters include Timur
Si-Qin from Germany, Duane Linklater from Canada, Sable Elyse Smith from the US,
the Irish-German Mariechen Danz and Maria Thereza Alves from Brazil. The park has
been attracting more visitors annually than the Statue of Liberty, according to officials.
Inspired by the “La Colle Forte Pak” in Paris, High Line Park was built on a railway line
that authorities had previously pledged to dismantle. It boasts more than 300 carefully
selected plants and trees and overlooks Hudson Lake and the streets and buildings of
Manhattan. Dutch landscape architect Piet Oudolf, who designed the garden, decided to
retain the wild character of the park, which constantly changes according to the seasons.
Parts of the former railway have been preserved. The park is open from 7 am till 11 pm
during the summer, making it a popular destination for New Yorkers to relax and enjoy
free art and celebrations.
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Beaux Arts Magazine
March 29th, 2018
By Maïlys Celeux-Lanval
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Maria Thereza Alves
Le Monde
March 18th, 2018
by Philippe Dagen
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Maria Thereza Alves
Mouvement Magazine
March 9th, 2018
By Orianne Hidalgo-Laurier
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Maria Thereza Alves
Neromagazine
March, 2018

This Spring, the IAC, Villeurbanne/Rhône-Alpes handed the totality of its space over to artists Maria Thereza
Alves and Jimmie Durham for their project devoted to the Mediterranean, called The Middle Earth. This
new and original collaboration comes from the artists’ desire to explore together the territory where they
live, in a poetic and critical fashion. After a period in Marseille, followed by Rome and then Naples where
they regularly travel, Alves and Durham settled on the coast of the “inland sea” following a continuous and
committed period of roaming that led them away from the American continent and all the way to Europe. In
a similar vein to Jimmie Durham’s Eurasien Projet, begun in 1994 just after his departure from America, and
the project Seeds of Change that Maria Thereza Alves began in the port of Marseille in 1999, the idea of The
Middle Earth began to form little by little, in search of that vast continent, not at all defined by nations, but
rather something that is completely imagined and dreamed, and thus, endless. The two artists, who both have
their own distinct, internationally recognized, artistic practices, reveal common influences that come, on the
one hand from a political engagement that flows through their respective work, and on the other hand common
areas of research, that deal with notions of territory and authority. One can effectively observe these questions
in the work of both artists, and in both cases, their thought processes are engaged in the same criticism of the
ideological and normative frameworks that shape people’s relationships with the world.Maria Thereza Alves
brings a particular attention, that is also that of an activist to the experience of a territory and guides the research,
between poetry and ethnology, that she does on migratory phenomena and peoples that have been uprooted.
In Europe Durham’s work has focused primarily on the relationship between architecture, monumentality
and national narratives which deconstructs the stereotypes and official tales of powers. Conceiving history
as a process, he seeks the reality of objects, their intentionality even, within their evolving context, moving
backwards and away from any kind of frozen categorization.Starting from the matrix form of relationship
that exists between their artistic practice and the places that they move through or live in, the two artists will
work in collaboration with one another, embarking upon new research at the IAC that deals with the mixed
heritage of the Mediterranean. Divided into specific fields of knowledge, from archeology to biology by way
of climatology, The Middle Earth explores a multiplicity of sources. Playing with universalist models, Alves
and Durham’s dialogue hijacks the apparent objectivity of classification in order to deploy an active dialogue
between recent artworks and archeological and ethnological objects in each category, with writing that places
itself somewhere between the poetic and the scientific.

Maria Thereza Alves
E-flux
March, 7th, 2018

In Spring 2018, the IAC in Villeurbanne will entrust
the totality of its space to artists Maria Thereza Alves
and Jimmie Durham for their project The Middle
Earth, devoted to the Mediterranean region. This new
and original collaboration comes from the artists’
desire to explore together the territory where they
live, in a poetic and critical fashion. After a period
in Marseille, followed by Rome and then Naples,
where they regularly travel, Alves and Durham
settled on the coast of the “inland sea” following
a continuous and engaged period of roaming that
led them away from the American continent and
all the way to Europe. In a similar vein to Jimmy
Durham’s Eurasian Project, begun in 1994 just after
his departure from America, and the project Seeds of
Change that Maria Thereza Alves began in the port
of Marseille in 1999, the idea of The Middle Earth
began little by little to take shape, in search of that
vast continent, not at all defined by nations, but rather
something that is completely imagined and dreamed,
and thus, endless. The two artists, who both have
their own distinct, internationally recognized, artistic
practices, reveal common influences that come, on
the one hand from a political engagement that flows
through their respective work, and on the other hand
common areas of research that deal with notions
of territory and authority. One can indeed observe
these questions in the work of both artists, and in
both cases, their thought processes are engaged in
the same criticism of the ideological and normative
frameworks that shape people’s relationships
with the world. Maria Thereza Alves brings a
particular focus, that is also that of an activist, to the
experience of a territory and this guides the research,
between poetry and ethnology, that she does on
migratory phenomena and uprooted peoples. In
Europe, Durham’s work has focused mainly on the
relationship between architecture, monumentality

and national history, through the deconstruction
of stereotypes and official narratives. Considering
history as a process, he seeks the reality of objects,
their intentionality even, within an evolutive
context, as opposed to their frozen categorization.
Starting from the matrix form of relationship
that exists between their artistic practice and the
places that they move through or live in, the two
artists will work in collaboration with one another,
embarking upon new research at the IAC that deals
with the mixed heritage of the Mediterranean. The
exhibition The Middle Earth has been created
and imagined in the form of an active dialogue
between recent artworks, original creations and
a multiplicity of archeological pieces and objects
originating from the Mediterranean basin, that
have been borrowed from the collections of
different museum collections: The Museum of
Archeology of Marseille, The Museum of Fine
Arts of Lyon and The Musee des Confluences of
Lyon. Divided into specific fields of knowledge,
the exhibition thus plays with universalist
and scientific models such as the traditional
museographic codes. Western museums of art,
ethnography, cultures and society, through the
objects that they choose to exhibit, do indeed
transmit a certain vision of the world, reflecting
a certain vision of what they “represent,” often
referring to historical stereotypes. It is this vision
that Jimmie Durham and Maria Thereza Alves
have decided to challenge, remaining faithful to
the poetical and critical engagement that forms
the basis of their artistic approaches, whether
in the very principle of assembly of Durham’s
sculptures or the contextual work being done by
Alves.
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Maria Thereza Alves
Art Forum
June 1th, 2018
By Rachel Aima
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revealed that so much ballast came into
Manhattan, it was used to fill in the city’s
ravines, marshes, creeks, ponds and
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other “undesirable” local topographies

from 1646 until the middle of the 20th
century. For example, she found that

Maria Thereza Alves
Observer
November 7th, 2017
by Margaret Carrigan

Eighth Avenue from about 155th to 140th
Streets was filled in with an average of
seven to ten feet of ballast with seeds
hailing from the Sweden, Ireland,
Algeria, the West Indies, Norway, Sierra

Artist Maria Thereza Alves
Artist Maria Thereza Alves Is Charting the History of Migration in NYC Using Seeds
Migration in NYC Using Se
Charting the History of

and the U.K. are presented with her
maps and drawings depicting the ships’
journeys in an exhibition of the same
title at the Vera List Center through
November 27.

Leone, Spain, Portugal, Antigua, France,
Cape Verde, Germany, Bermuda, Brazil
and of course, England. “So when we are
walking around, due to the colonization
process of our land, we don’t know if we
are stepping on New York or Bristol,
Kingston, Lisbon, Rio de Janeiro, or
Oslo,” she explained.
Unique to the artist’s New York-based
findings is the discovery that while solid
ballast like sand, earth, and stones gave
way to the use of water ballast from the
early 1920s onwards in European cities,
such was not the case in America.
According to Alves, ships sailing from

Alves told Observer that her research

New York harbor to Europe during

revealed that so much ballast came into

World War II to deliver armaments

Manhattan, it was used to fill in the city’s

returned heavy in ballast back to New

ravines, marshes, creeks, ponds and

York as there was nothing else to bring

other “undesirable” local topographies

back.

from 1646 until the middle of the 20th
century. For example, she found that
Eighth Avenue from about 155th to 140th
Streets was filled in with an average of
For almost two decades, Brazilian artist

After exploring the shores of Marseilles,

seven to ten feet of ballast with seeds

Maria Thereza Alves has been traveling

Reposaari, Dunkirk, and Bristol, among

hailing from the Sweden, Ireland,

to European port cities documenting the

others, Alves has now turned her

Algeria, the West Indies, Norway, Sierra

non-native plant species she finds there.

attention to the “New World” by

Leone, Spain, Portugal, Antigua, France,

Her work is less horticultural than

bringing this ongoing project to the U.S.

Cape Verde, Germany, Bermuda, Brazil

ethnographic, however. The project

for the first time. She’s been working

and of course, England. “So when we are

represents original research into the

with the New School’s Vera List Center

walking around, due to the colonization

seeds that have been transported across

for Art and Politics, Pioneer Works, the

process of our land, we don’t know if we

seas in ballast, a material (often gravel,

High Line and Weeksville Heritage

are stepping on New York or Bristol,

sand or coarse stone) used to balance

Center to excavate seed sites around

Kingston, Lisbon, Rio de Janeiro, or

maritime trade ships. Ultimately, this

New York City. The artist’s findings of

Oslo,” she explained.

project reveals the impact of human

plant species that were originally native

displacement due to migration and slave

to countries like the West Indies, Brazil,
and the U.K. are presented with her

trade over the course of centuries.

“Many chunks of Europe ended up in
New York and many chunks of New York
ended up in Europe over the last several
hundred years and even more recently,”
said Alves, who explained that she found
the deliberate midcentury “displanting”
of New York quite shocking. This
continued until the end of the Marshall
Plan, which saw ships carrying food and
building materials to devastated Europe
until 1951. “This isn’t a question of
reconstruction of a lost landscape or
purity, but an acknowledge the present
coloniality we all find ourselves in.”

Unique to the artist’s New York-based
findings is the discovery that while solid

maps and drawings depicting the ships’

ballast like sand, earth, and stones gave

journeys in an exhibition of the same

way to the use of water ballast from the

title at the Vera List Center through

early 1920s onwards in European cities,

November 27.

such was not the case in America.
According to Alves, ships sailing from
New York harbor to Europe during
World War II to deliver armaments
returned heavy in ballast back to New
York as there was nothing else to bring
back.

The project is a natural fit for the New
School’s politically engaged Vera List
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New York and many chunks of New York
ended up in Europe over the last several
hundred years and even more recently,”

According to Rob Fields, interim

Weeksville together: free African-

said Alves, who explained that she found

president and executive director of the

Americans and formerly enslaved

the deliberate midcentury “displanting”

Weeksville Heritage Center, Seeds of

African-Americans alike,” he said.

of New York quite shocking. This

Change isn’t just about the migration of

continued until the end of the Marshall

seeds and flora, nor does it stop with

Fields is quick to point out that the

Plan, which saw ships carrying food and

abolition of slavery. “Migration is also a

project has a special relevance for New

building materials to devastated Europe

recurring theme for many African-

York City, which is a city of transplants.

until 1951. “This isn’t a question of

Americans,” he told Observer. Indeed,

“Of course, there are plenty of people

reconstruction of a lost landscape or

African Americans fanned out all across

who are born and bred New Yorkers, but
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The project is a natural fit for the New

between art and horticulture, and the

School’s politically engaged Vera List

ways in which both of these things can

Center, who awarded Alves the Vera List

tell us stories about the histories of the

Center Prize for Art and Politics last year.

city we live in today,” Melanie Kress,

But, for Alves, it was equally important

assistant curator of High Line Art, told

to loop in additional organizations.

Observer. “In this way, Alves is
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for the New York edition of the project,
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Brooklyn’s Weeksville Heritage Center.
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About 140 years ago, a botanist named Addison Brown noticed an unfamiliar redtendriled plant growing around Red Hook, Brooklyn. Trade had lately picked up,
he told readers of the Bulletin of the Torrey Botanical Club in 1879, and as ships
arrived, they dumped thousands of tons of ballast — earth and stones used to
stabilize ships — that carried seeds from far-off lands. The red plant, among

https://nyti.ms/2z0TvUS

several new species growing along Gowanus Creek, was Amaranthus crispus,
native to South America.

A Seed Artist
Germinates History

“Amaranth,” said Marisa Prefer, a gardener leading a group through the
same neighborhood last week, picking up a stalk of the crumbly plant, which was
spilling out from a crack in the sidewalk like a Medusa head. “These wild urban

An exhibition using plants brought
to New York in ships’ ballast illuminates
the city’s hidden past using stinging
nettle, milk thistle and amaranth.

plants can survive in the craziest circumstances.”
This year, a few dozen New Yorkers have been learning about and growing
plant species that were inadvertently brought to the city in ship ballast as part of
“Seeds of Change,” an ongoing exploration of the phenomenon by the artist Maria
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Thereza Alves. Ms. Alves, whose exhibition on local ballast plants opens on Friday

About 140 years ago, a botanist named Addison Brown noticed an unfamiliar redtendriled plant growing around Red Hook, Brooklyn. Trade had lately picked up,
he told readers of the Bulletin of the Torrey Botanical Club in 1879, and as ships
arrived, they dumped thousands of tons of ballast — earth and stones used to
stabilize ships — that carried seeds from far-off lands. The red plant, among

at the galleries of the Sheila C. Johnson Design Center at the New School, is the
most recent winner of the Vera List Center Prize for Art and Politics. She has
spent nearly two decades uncovering long-buried colonial histories using ballast
seeds, which can lie dormant in the soil for hundreds of years, only to sprout in
the right conditions.

several new species growing along Gowanus Creek, was Amaranthus crispus,
native to South America.
“Amaranth,” said Marisa Prefer, a gardener leading a group through the
same neighborhood last week, picking up a stalk of the crumbly plant, which was
spilling out from a crack in the sidewalk like a Medusa head. “These wild urban
plants can survive in the craziest circumstances.”
This year, a few dozen New Yorkers have been learning about and growing
plant species that were inadvertently brought to the city in ship ballast as part of
“Seeds of Change,” an ongoing exploration of the phenomenon by the artist Maria
Thereza Alves. Ms. Alves, whose exhibition on local ballast plants opens on Friday
at the galleries of the Sheila C. Johnson Design Center at the New School, is the
most recent winner of the Vera List Center Prize for Art and Politics. She has
spent
nearly
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two decades uncovering long-buried colonial histories using ballast
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seeds, which can lie dormant in the soil for hundreds of years, only to sprout in
the right conditions.
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Born in Brazil, Ms. Alves has explored several European and British port
cities, creating a floating garden using seeds native to Africa and North America

seeds, which can lie dormant in the soil for hundreds of years, only to sprout in
the right conditions.

found in the soil of Bristol, England; documenting exotic plants from Asia and
elsewhere that turned up in people’s yards in Reposaari, Finland. “I liked the idea
that these plants were witnesses to things we would never understand, to paths of
trade that we no longer have information about,” Ms. Alves said in a telephone
interview. “They are living there in our midst and saying ‘hi.’”
This is Ms. Alves’s first look at ballast seeds brought to the Americas. The
exhibition, “Maria Thereza Alves, Seeds of Change: New York — A Botany of

Born in Brazil, Ms. Alves has explored several European and British port
cities, creating a floating garden using seeds native to Africa and North America
found in the soil of Bristol, England; documenting exotic plants from Asia and
elsewhere that turned up in people’s yards in Reposaari, Finland. “I liked the idea
that these plants were witnesses to things we would never understand, to paths of
trade that we no longer have information about,” Ms. Alves said in a telephone
interview. “They are living there in our midst and saying ‘hi.’”
This is Ms. Alves’s first look at ballast seeds brought to the Americas. The
exhibition, “Maria Thereza Alves, Seeds of Change: New York — A Botany of
Colonization,” will include examples of local ballast flora, watercolor maps, and
drawings and texts by the artist exploring two centuries of maritime trade,
including the slave trade.
The director of the Vera List Center and one of the judges for the prize, Carin
Kuoni, said the project had struck the judges as an original way to track history —
and as a powerful comment on contemporary political reality. “What struck us as
pertinent when looking at Maria Thereza’s project was its focus on migration and
forced migration,” she said.
Sitting in a coffee shop near the New School in Greenwich Village, Ms. Kuoni held

Colonization,” will include examples of local ballast flora, watercolor maps, and
drawings and texts by the artist exploring two centuries of maritime trade,
including the slave trade.
The director of the Vera List Center and one of the judges for the prize, Carin
Kuoni, said the project had struck the judges as an original way to track history —
and as a powerful comment on contemporary political reality. “What struck us as
pertinent when looking at Maria Thereza’s project was its focus on migration and
forced migration,” she said.
Sitting in a coffee shop near the New School in Greenwich Village, Ms. Kuoni held
a large satchel on her lap. As she spoke, she reached inside and took out a plastic
planting tray and put it on the table next to her latte. Minuscule white insects
fluttered up, and the people at the next table glanced over.
“Mugwort,” she said, smiling down at a few tiny leaves.
She took out another plant. “Stinging nettle.”
After learning about ballast plants, she said, her perspective on her adopted
city — she is Swiss-born — shifted. “You look down at weeds in the street and say:
‘That’s incredibly sweet. I wonder what history is trying to tell me.’”

a large satchel on her lap. As she spoke, she reached inside and took out a plastic
planting tray and put it on the table next to her latte. Minuscule white insects
fluttered up, and the people at the next table glanced over.
“Mugwort,” she said, smiling down at a few tiny leaves.
She took out another plant. “Stinging nettle.”
After learning about ballast plants, she said, her perspective on her adopted
city — she is Swiss-born — shifted. “You look down at weeds in the street and say:

Ms. Alves, who lives in Berlin, visited New York twice to do research. The
first thing she learned, she said, was how little of New York was actually New
York. “New York was hilly and swampy, and they decided to drain it and make it
more linear,” she said. Low-lying areas and marshland were commonly filled in
with refuse, ashes, sand — and ballast from around the world. Ballast was
brought from ports by boat to Harlem and elsewhere.
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Ms. Alves, who lives in Berlin, visited New York twice to do research. The
first thing she learned, she said, was how little of New York was actually New
York. “New York was hilly and swampy, and they decided to drain it and make it
more linear,” she said. Low-lying areas and marshland were commonly filled in
with refuse, ashes, sand — and ballast from around the world. Ballast was
brought from ports by boat to Harlem and elsewhere.
Solid ballast was largely replaced by water ballast in the early 20th century,
but ships continued to bring ballast into New York until after World War II. After
delivering goods and arms to bombed-out English cities during the war, ships
sailed back filled with rubble. “There was nothing else,” Ms. Alves said. Bristol
Basin, a patch of land under the Franklin D. Roosevelt Drive in the Kips Bay
neighborhood in Manhattan, is made from “stones, bricks and rubble from the
bombed city of Bristol.”
In other cities, Ms. Alves took soil directly from ballast sites and germinated the
seeds. In New York, many ballast sites had been paved or built over, so she turned
to historical records, including the list of ballast plants identified by Mr. Brown.
With the help of a graduate research fellow at the Vera List Center, Michael
Castrovilla, she came up with a list of more than 400 species found on seven sites.
Marisa Prefer, the resident gardener at Pioneer Works, a cultural center in
Red Hook, worked with the show’s curators, Ms. Kuoni and Amanda Parmer,
winnowing down the list to some 40 species that were still abundant in the city.
New School students, faculty and staff, and children enrolled in a free summer
program at the Miccio Center in Red Hook, were invited to grow them from
seeds.
Recently, the growers gathered at Pioneer Works and in the courtyard of a
New School building for their final planting parties, where they would transfer
their plants from flimsy containers to the black plastic bags in which they will be
exhibited.
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bombed city of Bristol.”

In other cities, Ms. Alves took soil directly from ballast sites and germinated the

Mr. Castrovilla, the researcher, had sent students regular emails reminding them

seeds. In New York, many ballast sites had been paved or built over, so she turned

to tend to their plants, but not all had flourished. Some of his own had failed to

to historical records, including the list of ballast plants identified by Mr. Brown.

thrive on the windowsill of his room in a Fifth Avenue dorm. “My blinds are often

With the help of a graduate research fellow at the Vera List Center, Michael

closed,” he said. “But the flax is going crazy.”

Castrovilla, she came up with a list of more than 400 species found on seven sites.
Marisa Prefer, the resident gardener at Pioneer Works, a cultural center in

The students plopped their ballast plants into bags, adjusting the roots,
adding water and soil. Alana Giarrano, an undergraduate, appeared with a box

Red Hook, worked with the show’s curators, Ms. Kuoni and Amanda Parmer,

containing milk thistle, St. John’s wort, stinging nettle and a plant with a fuzzy

winnowing down the list to some 40 species that were still abundant in the city.

pink shock of a flower, like a tiny mohawk, called dwarf coral, or celosia. It was

New School students, faculty and staff, and children enrolled in a free summer
program at the Miccio Center in Red Hook, were invited to grow them from
seeds.
Recently, the growers gathered at Pioneer Works and in the courtyard of a
New School building for their final planting parties, where they would transfer
their plants from flimsy containers to the black plastic bags in which they will be
exhibited.

native to East Africa and grew around Southeast Asia, as well as New York.
She has been interested in the project for a couple of reasons, she said. “First, I
was interested in the idea of plants and migration and involuntary migration.
They’re kind of byproducts that didn’t mean to come over.” Her mother was a
refugee from Laos, she said. “Second, I just wanted plants in my room.”
Back in 1879, Mr. Brown had been realistic about the future prospects of
plants brought in ballast to the city, predicting that most of them would “perish
after a few seasons.” And yet, he predicted, some would survive.
He was correct. On the waterfront in Red Hook, where Mr. Brown had once
watched
vessels the
spreading
ballast
“without
cessation,
night
and day,”
there wasn’t
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She has been interested in the project for a couple of reasons, she said. “First, I
was interested in the idea of plants and migration and involuntary migration.
© 2017 The
New York
Company
They’re
kindTimes
of byproducts

that didn’t mean to come over.” Her mother was a

refugee from Laos, she said. “Second, I just wanted plants in my room.”
Back in 1879, Mr. Brown had been realistic about the future prospects of
plants brought in ballast to the city, predicting that most of them would “perish
after a few seasons.” And yet, he predicted, some would survive.
He was correct. On the waterfront in Red Hook, where Mr. Brown had once
watched vessels spreading ballast “without cessation, night and day,” there wasn’t
much vegetation to be seen last week. But construction for a new ferry terminal
had turned up soil along the water, and a strip between a concrete walkway and a
sea wall was overgrown with weeds. “Wow,” Marisa Prefer said, pointing out
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Mr. Castrovilla, the researcher, had sent students regular emails reminding them
to tend to their plants, but not all had flourished. Some of his own had failed to
thrive on the windowsill of his room in a Fifth Avenue dorm. “My blinds are often
closed,” he said. “But the flax is going crazy.”
The students plopped their ballast plants into bags, adjusting the roots,
adding water and soil. Alana Giarrano, an undergraduate, appeared with a box
containing milk thistle, St. John’s wort, stinging nettle and a plant with a fuzzy
pink shock of a flower, like a tiny mohawk, called dwarf coral, or celosia. It was
native to East Africa and grew around Southeast Asia, as well as New York.
She has been interested in the project for a couple of reasons, she said. “First, I
was interested in the idea of plants and migration and involuntary migration.
They’re kind of byproducts that didn’t mean to come over.” Her mother was a
refugee from Laos, she said. “Second, I just wanted plants in my room.”
Back in 1879, Mr. Brown had been realistic about the future prospects of
plants brought in ballast to the city, predicting that most of them would “perish
after a few seasons.” And yet, he predicted, some would survive.
He was correct. On the waterfront in Red Hook, where Mr. Brown had once
watched vessels spreading ballast “without cessation, night and day,” there wasn’t
much vegetation to be seen last week. But construction for a new ferry terminal
had turned up soil along the water, and a strip between a concrete walkway and a
sea wall was overgrown with weeds. “Wow,” Marisa Prefer said, pointing out
mugwort, St. John’s wort, lambsquarter and tufts of downy brome — all on Ms.
Alves’s list. “Holy moly. That’s cool.” Amid them was even a lone, four-inch tall
celosia with its fuzzy pink flower.
Follow Annie Correal on Twitter @anniecorreal
A version of this article appears in print on November 3, 2017, on Page A25 of the New York edition
with the headline: Seeds as City History, Carried Across the Sea.

© 2017 The New York Times Company
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Maria Thereza Alves
The New York Times
November 23th, 2016
by Randy Kennedy

Maria Thereza Alves
Frieze
April, 2015 - N°170 - Page 144
By Max Andrews

Prize for Migration Project That Weaves
Art and Politics
By
By RANDY
RANDY KENNEDY
KENNEDY NOV.
NOV. 23,
23, 2016
2016

Maria
Maria Thereza
Thereza Alves,
Alves, an
an artist
artist who
who helped
helped found
found Brazil’s
Brazil’s Green
Green Party
Party and
and whose
whose
floating-garden
pieces
explore
human
migration
through
the
idea
of
seeds
floating-garden pieces explore human migration through the idea of seeds

distributed
distributed inadvertently
inadvertently around
around the
the world
world in
in the
the holds
holds of
of cargo
cargo ships,
ships, has
has won
won the
the
Vera
Vera List
List Center
Center Prize
Prize for
for Art
Art and
and Politics.
Politics. The
The prize
prize is
is given
given every
every two
two years
years to
to an
an
artist
artist or
or group
group whose
whose work
work furthers
furthers social
social justice.
justice.

The
said that
that Ms.
Ms. Alves’s
Alves’s
The center,
center, based
based at
at the
the New
New School
School in
in Manhattan,
Manhattan, said
ongoing
ongoing project,
project, known
known as
as “Seeds
“Seeds of
of Change,”
Change,” “weaves
“weaves together
together the
the fields
fields of
of art
art and
and
politics
in
the
most
exemplary
ways.”
politics in the most exemplary ways.”
“The
“The history
history of
of human
human migration
migration has
has never
never been
been more
more relevant,”
relevant,” David
David E.
E. Van
Van
Zandt,
Zandt, the
the New
New School’s
School’s president,
president, said
said in
in aa statement.
statement. “Through
“Through creative
creative and
and
scientific
scientific expression,
expression, Alves
Alves has
has made
made our
our past
past come
come to
to life
life through
through visual
visual and
and oral
oral
art
the importance
importance of
of migration
migration in
in the
the
art forms
forms and,
and, at
at the
the same
same time,
time, highlights
highlights the
history
history of
of society.”
society.”

Ms.
Ms. Alves,
Alves, who
who lives
lives and
and works
works in
in Berlin,
Berlin, developed
developed the
the seed
seed project
project beginning
beginning
in
in 2002
2002 to
to explore
explore the
the social,
social, political
political and
and cultural
cultural history
history over
over centuries
centuries of
of “ballast
“ballast
seeds”
seeds” —
— dormant
dormant seeds
seeds that
that ride
ride along
along in
in the
the dense
dense material
material used
used to
to stabilize
stabilize ships.
ships.
As
As aa metaphor
metaphor for
for human
human movement
movement around
around the
the globe,
globe, the
the project,
project, versions
versions of
of
which
port cities,
cities, touches
touches on
on commerce,
commerce,
which have
have been
been realized
realized in
in various
various European
European port

colonialism,
colonialism, ecology,
ecology, migration
migration and
and belonging.
belonging.

Finalists
Finalists for
for the
the prize
prize included
included Gulf
Gulf Labor,
Labor, aa coalition
coalition of
of artists
artists working
working to
to
ensure
ensure that
that migrant
migrant workers
workers are
are protected
protected during
during the
the construction
construction of
of museums
museums on
on
Saadiyat
Saadiyat Island
Island in
in Abu
Abu Dhabi,
Dhabi, and
and MadeYouLook,
MadeYouLook, aa South
South African
African collective
collective that
that
produces tongue-in-cheek works intended to disrupt urban routines and encourage
the questioning of political norms.
The prize, first awarded in 2012 to the Chicago artist and activist Theaster
Gates and in 2014 to the Syrian film collective Abounaddara, includes a long-term
commitment by the school to aid the winner’s projects through academic study or
other means. It was established on the 20th anniversary of the List Center, named
in honor of the philanthropist and collector Vera List, who died in 2002. List
devoted her money and time to art and educational institutions, with a focus on
programs that promoted social justice.

© 2016 The New York Times Company
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El Cultural
March 27, 2015 - Page 35
By Rocío de la Villa

Maria Thereza Alves
Artforum
January, 2015 - Online
By Miguel Amado
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By Sergio C. Fanjul
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Constructed
Landscapes
Michel Rein, Paris
07 - 28/02/2009

Maria Thereza Alves’s art is based on an ecological line of thinking. It
broaches ecosystems through the dynamism of equilibria brought about
by the diversity of species. It sets up investigative procedures, calling first
and foremost for its own incorporation in the specific landscape, human
and territorial alike, that it deals with. Archaeological methods are applied
for the artist’s major projects Seeds of Change and Wake, which reveal
a secret cartography of globalization through the shifting movements
of plants in travellers’ clothing and the ballast jettisoned from merchant
vessels. By establishing her research alongside scientists, Maria Thereza
Alves asserts the possibility for artistic activity to develop a line of thought
about life, issuing from a combination of perceptible and cognitive
knowledge.An ecosophy, in the sense in which Félix Guattari conceived
of the ethical-cum-political articulation between the three ecological
chords: the environment, social relations, and human subjectivity. What
is involved, for her, are the conspicuous processes of forms of life.
By highlighting a poetics of diversity, which dodges the powers and
injunctions of territorialization.The migration of plants is connected to the
history of globalization, echoing the thwarted migration of people. The
plant market is one of the borderline places acting as a junction between
first and third worlds.
What is the Color of a German Rose? expresses the paradoxes of this
exploitation. In a video with mellow sounds and colours, a mixture of
educational programme and commercial demonstration, a young woman
shows us a succession of flowers, fruit and vegetables, while a male
voice-over informs us of their place of origin. A geography of world trade
is thus drawn up, based on the availability of everyday consumer goods
in a European city. From the supermarket shelf to the still life buffet, we
have the expression of the consumer orgy invented by capitalism, cocking
a snook at the ecological side-effects of this kind of daily traffic on the
world’s surface.Resembling a piece of ironwork, the sculpture Through
the Fields and into the Woods brings together so-called European plants
which, needless to say, are not all European. “ The work is kind of a ‘barrier’
to presumptions of ‘known’ history which assumes identity to be linear”,
we are told by Maria Thereza Alves. On this level of consistency we
find an assembly of plant depictions forming a landscape conceived as
vernacular, and yet imported from other cultures.
The questioning of notions ordinarily accepted as defining cultural identity
is one of the on-going themes of the critique constructed by the artist.
The sharp edges of the plants climbing over this door between two
worlds challenge the present-day restriction of people’s right to freedom
of movement. Plants circulate so much and so well that they are turning
the world into a “plane- tary garden”, but human beings, for their part,
depending where they hail from, do not have the same freedom.

A determined desire to criticize colonial structures underpins Maria
Thereza Alves’s research. She uses the methods of ethnographic and
anthropological inquiry, re-applying them to western cultures and
civilizations. The persistence of European ethnocentrism is thus brought
to the fore. For the video Male Display Among European Populations, an
Amerindian ethnologist questions an Italian man about the daily rituals
and be- liefs which prompt him to touch his testicles out of superstition.
The ethnologist’s polite curiosity refers to the condescending eye cast by
dominant cultures over peoples they designate as “other” and “different”.
The ironical mirror effect produced by this reversal principle calls for a
broadening of our understanding of humanism, by entering into “the
mutations of plurality allowed as such”, as we are invited to do by Edouard
Glissant. It is the artist’s struggle to “gradually contribute to ‘unwittingly’
admitting to human groups that the other is not the enemy, that what is
different does not cause me to erode, that if I change on contact with the
other, this does not mean that I am diluted in him”, as we are taught by the
thinker of creolization.
The Fair Trade Head project starts out from a recent current event in
France, when the Ministry of Culture prevented the city of Rouen from
returning to the Maori community in New Zealand a head held in the
collection of its Museum of Natural History. In response to this support
of the trade in human remains by the government, the artist invents a
Fair Trade Head programme, for which European citizens can choose to
give their head as a symbolic replacement. From the heritage-conscious
and neo-colonial logic of the State there issues the relentless logic of the
artist’s project, proposing as she does the simple and radical application
of the basic principle of equality.
Art is a place for bringing to light various paradoxes which underwrite
contemporary culture. An experiment with new social relations based on
an ethical responsibility striving to put an end to the archaic and destructive practices of the western world. An invitation to go beyond the binary
split of nature and culture. To grasp the ordinary, shared history that links
humans and non-humans. To understand the humanity of the animal. As
in the video Bruce Lee in the Land of Balzac, where a cry which may
be that of a wild cat or a karateka rises up in a landscape shrouded in
wintry fog. A French cultural scape, that of La vallée du Lys, redefined by
the cinematographic spectacle of the Asiatic martial arts. Grappling with
these disjunctive cultures, the mystery of the cry summons up an original
state of co-existence between humans and animals. By calling to mind
the ambiguity of the concept of “human nature”. Animals are humans like
the rest.
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Constructed
Landscapes
Michel Rein, Paris
07 - 28/02/2009

L’art de Maria Thereza Alves s’établit sur la base d’une pensée écologique.
Elle aborde les écosystèmes à travers le dynamisme des équilibres générés
par la diversité des espèces. Elle met en place des procédures d’enquête,
nécessitant en tout premier lieu son inscription dans le paysage spécifique,
humain et territorial, qu’elle aborde. Les méthodes de l’archéologie sont
mises en œuvre pour ses grands projets Seeds of Change et Wake,
qui révèlent une cartographie secrète de la mondialisation à travers les
déplacements des plan- tes dans les vêtements des voyageurs et le ballast
délesté par les navires marchands. En établissant ses recherches à côté
des scientifiques, Maria Thereza Alves affirme la possibilité pour l’activité
artistique de développer une pensée de la vie procédant d’un alliage de
savoirs sensibles et cognitifs. Une écosophie, au sens où Félix Guattari
pensait l’articulation éthico-politique entre les trois registres écologiques :
l’environ- nement, les rapports sociaux et la subjectivité humaine. Il s’agit
pour elle de saisir les processus de singula- risation des formes de vie.
En mettant en évidence une poétique de la diversité, qui échappe aux
pouvoirs et aux injonctions de territorialisation.La migration des plantes
est liée à l’histoire de la globalisation, en écho à la migration contrariée
des person- nes. Le marché des végétaux est l’un des lieux-limites de
jonction entre premier et tiers mondes.
What is the Color of a German Rose ? exprime les paradoxes de cette
exploitation. Dans une vidéo aux sons et couleurs suaves, mixte de
programme éducatif et de démonstration commerciale, une jeune
femme nous présente une succession de fleurs, fruits et légumes tandis
qu’une voix-off masculine désigne leurs lieux d’origine. Une géographie
du commerce mondial est ainsi dressée à partir de la disponibilité des
biens de consommation courante dans une ville européenne. De l’étal du
supermarché au buffet en nature morte s’exprime l’orgie consumériste
inventée par le capitalisme, faisant fi des conséquences écologiques d’un
tel trafic quotidien à la surface du globe.
Sous les aspects d’un ouvrage de ferronnerie, la sculpture Through the
Fields and into the Woods rassemble des plantes dites européennes
qui, bien sûr, ne le sont pas toutes. « L’œuvre est une sorte de “barrière”
aux présomptions d’une histoire “connue” qui suppose l’identité comme
linéaire », nous dit Maria Thereza Alves. Sur ce plan de consistance
viennent se rassembler des représentations de végétaux constituant un
paysage pensé comme vernaculaire et pourtant importé d’autres cultures.
La remise en cause des notions commu- nément admises définissant
l’identité culturelle est l’un des axes constants de la critique construite par
l’artiste. Les arêtes acérées des végétaux grimpant sur cette porte entre
deux mondes viennent interroger la restriction actuelle du droit à la libre
circulation des personnes. Les plantes circulent, tant et si bien qu’elle font
du monde un « jardin planétaire », mais les êtres humains, eux, selon leur
provenance, sont privés de la même liberté.

MICHEL REIN PARIS/BRUSSELS
Une volonté de critique des structures coloniales fonde la recherche
de Maria Thereza Alves. Elle emploie les méthodes de l’enquête
ethnographique et anthropologique, en les appliquant en retour aux
cultures occidentales. La persistance de l’ethnocentrisme européen est
ainsi mise en évidence. Pour la vidéo Male Display Among European
Populations, une ethnologue amérindienne interroge un homme italien
sur les rituels et croyances quotidiens qui le conduisent à se toucher
les testicules par superstition. La curiosité polie de l’ethnologue renvoie
au regard condescendant pratiqué par les cultures dominantes sur les
peuples qu’elles désignent comme « autres ». L’effet de miroir ironique
produit par ce principe d’inversion en appelle à un élargissement de la
compréhension de l’humanisme, en entrant dans « les mutations de la
pluralité consentie comme telle », ainsi que nous y invite Edouard Glissant.
C’est le combat de l’artiste de « contribuer peu à peu à faire admettre
“inconsciemment” aux humanités que l’autre n’est pas l’ennemi, que le
différent ne m’érode pas, que si je change à son contact, cela ne veut pas
dire que je me dilue dans lui », nous ensei- gne le penseur du Tout-monde.
Le projet Fair Trade Head part d’un événement récent de l’actualité
française, lorsque le ministère de la culture a empêché la ville de Rouen de
restituer à la communauté Maori de Nouvelle-Zélande une tête conservée
dans la collection de son Musée d’histoire naturelle. En réponse à ce
soutien du commerce des restes humains par le gouvernement, l’artiste
invente un programme de « Tête équitable », pour lequel des citoyens
européens choisiraient de donner leur tête en remplacement symbolique.
De la logique patrimoniale et néo-coloniale de l’Etat découle la logique
implacable du projet de l’artiste, qui propose l’application simple et
radicale du principe fondamental d’égalité.
L’art est un lieu de mise en évidence des paradoxes qui fondent la culture
contemporaine. Une expérimenta- tion de nouveaux rapports sociaux qui
seraient fondés sur une responsabilité éthique travaillant à mettre fin aux
pratiques archaïques et destructrices du monde occidental. Une invitation
à dépasser la division binaire nature-culture. Pour comprendre l’histoire
commune qui lie humains et non-humains. Pour comprendre l’humanité
de l’animal. Comme dans la vidéo Bruce Lee in the Land of Balzac, où un
cri dont on ne sait s’il est celui d’un chat sauvage ou d’un karateka monte
dans un paysage de brouillard hivernal. Un paysage culturel français, celui
de La vallée du Lys, requalifié par le spectacle cinématographique des
arts martiaux asiatiques. En lutte avec ces cultures disjonctives, le mystère
du cri vient évoquer un état originaire de coexistence entre humains et
animaux. En rappelant l’ambiguïté du concept de « nature humaine ».
Les animaux sont des humains comme les autres.
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Beyond the painting /
Unrejected Wild Flora
Michel Rein, Paris
01.02 – 22.03.2014

Michel Rein’s gallery is proud to present the second solo exhibition
of Maria Thereza Alves at the gallery after «Constructed Landscapes
» (2009). This exhibition will present a video work Beyond the Painting
and a new serie of paintings Unrejected Wild Flora (acrylics on paper).

La galerie Michel Rein est heureuse de présenter la deuxième exposition
personnelle de Maria Thereza Alves après « Constructed Landscapes »
(2009). Cette exposition présente une œuvre vidéo Beyond the Painting et
une série de nouvelles peintures Unrejected Wild Flora (acrylique sur papier).

“Beyond the Painting (2011) is a 24-minute video for which thirty women
reinterpreted postures of female nudes in French painting. One after the
other, they enter the frame, position their bodies, freeze in the pose for almost
a minute, then leave the stage-like space to make room for the next woman.
The presentation is sober. One or two lengths of dark blue velvet highlight the
physical and carnal presence of the models. This video passes through the
pictorial history of the female nude from the 17th century to the 19 , and invites
us to question representations of women’s bodies and the way they have
contributed to a fantasized construction of the Other. It actually pays special
attention to representations of the “indigenous” or “native” woman (like the
odalisque—that virgin slave in harems), while at the same time establishing
links with representations of the female nude in a more general manner.
Beyond the Painting exposes the fact that sexuality, like the many
different fantastic configurations of desire, is a stage on which power is
incarnated, circulates and is wielded in a precarious manner, redefining
power plays, and territories of sexuality, re-signifying fantasies
(hetero-racial sexuality offering another version of the domination/
submission fantasy) and re- inventing identities as identifications.”

« Beyond the Painting (2011) est une vidéo de 24 minutes pour laquelle
trente femmes ont réinterprété des postures de nus féminins de la peinture
française. L’une après l’autre, elles entrent dans le cadre, installent leur
corps, se figent dans la pose pendant presque une minute, puis quittent
l’espace scénique pour laisser la place. La mise en scène est sobre.
Quelques tissus de velours bleu foncé rehaussent la présence corporelle
et charnelle des modèles. Cette vidéo traverse l’histoire picturale du
nu féminin du XVIIe au XIXe siècle et convie à s’interroger sur les
représentations successives du corps des femmes et sur la manière dont
elles ont contribué à une construction fantasmée de l’Autre. Elle prête, en
effet, une attention particulière aux représentations de la femme «indigène»
(telle l’odalisque – cette esclave vierge des harems) tout en établissant des
liens avec les représentations du nu féminin de manière plus générale.
Beyond the Painting expose le fait que la sexualité, comme les multiples
configurations fantasmatiques du désir, est une scène sur laquelle le
pouvoir s’incarne, circule et s’exerce de façon précaire, redéfinissant les
rapports de force, les territoires de la sexualité, re-signifiant les fantasmes
(la sexualité hétéroraciale offrant une autre version du fantasme domination
/ soumission) et réinventant les identités comme les identifications.»

“Unrejected Wild Flora is a new series of paintings by Maria Thereza
Alves, which joins previous projects focused on the amalgam composed
by nature, history, and culture, such as Seeds of Change (1999-ongoing),
Wake (Berlin 2000 and Guangzhou 2008), or The Return of the Lake (2012).
Recently, a colony of wild plants (normally considered weeds) grew
up inthe garden that the artist takes care of on a terrace. Some were
particularly beautiful and, contrary to the usual customs, they were not
exterminated right away, but instead stayed living there. Back from a trip,
however, Alves found the plants uprooted and tossed all over the place:
someone saw them as a threat to the other plants, with more “pedigree”,
and had pulled them up without hesitation. This little incident, although
apparently banal, is reinterpreted and transformed within the frame
of Unrejected Wild Flora as a representation of the gradual alienation
of nature upon which Western civilization seems embarked upon.
Through a group of paintings and a photograph Alves reminds us of the
reality of these punished weeds as well as enhancing their grace. Alves
attempts to maintain the delight that they give as well as their vitality
by creating a work which addresses our insatiable anthropocentrism,
and invites to reflect on a destiny which will be shared, or won’t be.”

“Unrejected Wild Flora est une nouvelle série de peintures de Maria
Thereza Alves, qui rejoint de précédents projets focalisés sur l’amalgame
entre nature, histoire et culture tels que Seeds of Change (1999-en
cours), Wake (Berlin 2000 et Guangzhou 2008), ou The Return of the Lake
(2012).Récemment, une colonie de plantes sauvages (normalement
considérées comme de mauvaises herbes) a grandi dans le jardin dont
s’occupe l'artiste sur une terrasse. Certaines étaient particulièrement
belles et contrairement aux habitudes, elles n'ont pas été exterminées
immédiatement, mais sont restées y vivre. Cependant, de retour d’un
voyage, Maria Thereza trouva les plantes déracinées et jetées partout :
quelqu’un les avait vues comme une menace pour les autres plantes avec
plus de “pédigré” et les avait donc arrachées sans hésitation. Ce petit
incident, bien que d’apparence banale, est réinterprété et transformé dans
le cadre de la série Unrejected Wild Flora comme une représentation de
l’aliénation progressive de la nature qu’opère la civilisation occidentale.
A travers un groupe de peintures et une photographie, l’artiste nous
rappelle la réalité de ces mauvaises herbes tout en soulignant leur beauté.
Maria Thereza cherche à maintenir aussi bien le plaisir qu’elles procurent
que leur vitalité en créant une oeuvre qui interpelle notre insaciable
anthropocentrisme et reflète cette destinée qui sera partagée ou non.”
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The Flood
Michel Rein, Brussels
23.11 – 23.12.2017

Watercolor paintings, text, objects and a photograph.
A flood devastated a small town in Brazil and Alves traces the manmade actions throughout colonial history until the present which caused
this destruction. The cattle-stomped hills deliberately denuded of the
rainforest – how can we love this injured land?
Maria Thereza Alves, a Brazilian artist living in Europe, researches social
and cultural phenomena. Alves focuses on concepts that question social
circumstances; concerning what we think we know, who we think we are
and to look instead at where and how we actually are at this time.
Maria Thereza Alves
November 2017
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Seeds of Change:
New York - A
Botany Colonization
10.02 – 31.03.2018

MICHEL REIN PARIS/BRUSSELS

Michel Rein is proud to present Maria Thereza Alves : Seeds of Change:
New York - A Botany Colonization.

Michel Rein a le plaisir d’annoncer l’exposition de Maria Thereza Alves Seeds
of Change: New York - A Botany Colonization.

This project was exhibited at the New School in NYC at the occasion of
the Vera List Center Prize for Arts and Politics 2016-2018 awarded to Maria
Thereza Alves on November, 2017. Seeds of Change: New York - A Botany
Colonization is Maria Thereza Alves’ forth solo exhibition at the gallery after
Constructed Landscapes (2009, Paris), Beyond the painting / Unrejected
Wild Flora (2014, Paris) and The Flood (2017, Brussels).

Ce projet a été présenté à la New School de New York à l’occasion du Vera
List Center Prize for Arts and Politics 2016-2018 décerné à Maria Thereza Alves en novembre 2017.Après Constructed Landscapes (2009, Paris),
Beyond the painting / Unrejected Wild Flora (2014, Paris) et The Flood (2017,
Bruxelles), Seeds of Change: New York - A Botany Colonization est la quatrième exposition personnelle de Maria Thereza Alves à la galerie.

« Maria Thereza Alves’ Seeds of Change studies settler colonialism, slavery,
global migration, and commodification through the lens of displaced plants
in ballast — the waste material historically used to balance sailing ships in
maritime trade. Dumped in ports at the end of passages as the ships took on
more freight, ballast often carried “dormant” seeds collected from its place
of origin that remained in the soil for hundreds of years before germinating
and growing.

« Seeds of Change de Maria Thereza Alves aborde le thème des colonies de
peuplement, de l’esclavage, des phénomènes de migration mondiale et de
marchandisation sous l’angle des plantes de ballast – l’eau et les réservoirs
historiquement utilisés pour stabiliser les navires dans le commerce maritime. Vidangé dans les ports à l’arrivée des navires avant que ceux- ci n’accueillent de nouvelles cargaisons, le ballast transporte souvent des graines
« en sommeil» provenant de leur lieu d’origine et restées enfouies pendant
des centaines d’années avant de germer et grandir.

Scientifically these plants are categorized as “ballast flora” for no other reason
than that they come from elsewhere, in this sense the plants are metaphors
for today’s undocumented immigrants. The ballast plants speak specifically
to the forced displacement of lands and peoples through the transatlantic
slave trade, but in Alves’ project they also literally and metaphorically hold
open a space at the intersection of art and science to challenge and think
expansively about our social, cultural and political history and possible futures.
Seeds of Change is a long-term project started in 2002 that has been presented in several European port cities — Marseille, Liverpool, and Bristol
among them. This is its first iteration in the Americas.
[...] In order to contextualize Alves’ project in New York, and to understand
distinct and often violent ways of land creation here, Maria Thereza Alves,
Seeds of Change: New York — A Botany of Colonization is conceived as
an ongoing collaboration between horticultural experts, students, and local
communities at four sites: The High Line in Chelsea, Pioneer Works in Red
Hook, Weeksville Heritage Center in Crown Heights, and The New School in
Greenwich Village. Each of them brings their own distinct history to this project: the rails of The High Line tracked the seeds arriving in New York from
the West on the underside of freight trains that would connect the industrial
19th century metropolis with the rest of the rapidly expanding country. The
gardens at Weeksville Heritage Center contain the history of one of the first
free black communities in the U. S., founded in 1838 by stevedore James
Weeks, himself a freed slave. Perhaps most obvious is Pioneer Works in Red
Hook, Brooklyn, a site built entirely on ballast ground.
The ballast plants in the Aronson Gallery stem from these collaborations,
were propagated and cared for by students, children, and other community members since June 2017 at The New School and Pioneer Works, and
will be transplanted into outdoor ballast flora gardens in spring 2018. In the
exhibition, the plants are supplemented by Maria Thereza Alves’ paintings,
drawings, maps, and poems made for the New York iteration of Seeds of
Change. »

En science, ces plantes sont classées dans la catégorie « flore de ballast »
pour la seule raison qu’elles viennent d’ailleurs. En ce sens, elles sont une
métaphore de nos immigrants sans papiers. Les plantes de ballast sont tout
particulièrement associées aux déplacements de populations et de terre par
le commerce transatlantique d’esclaves. Cependant dans le projet de Maria
Thereza Alves, elles créent, littéralement et métaphoriquement, un espace
de rencontre entre l’art et la science permettant de questionner et de penser
en profondeur notre histoire sociale, culturelle et politique, et les futurs qui
s’offrent à nous.
Seeds of Change est un projet au long cours initié en 2002, déjà présenté
dans plusieurs villes européennes comme Marseille, Liverpool et Bristol, et
pour la première fois aux Etats-Unis.
[...] Pour contextualiser le projet de Maria Thereza Alves à New York et comprendre les différents processus – parfois violents- de création botanique,
Seeds of Change: New York — A Botany of Colonization est conçu comme
une collaboration entre experts horticulteurs, étudiants et communautés locales répartis sur quatre sites: la High Line située à Chelsea, Pioneer Works
dans le quartier de Red Hook, le Weeksville Heritage Center de Crown
Heights, et la New School du Greenwich Village. Chacun de ces lieux apporte son histoire au projet : les rails de la High Line ont vu les graines arriver
à New York depuis l’Ouest, foulées par les trains de marchandise reliant les
métropoles industrielles du 19ème siècle au reste du pays en pleine expansion. Les jardins du Weeksville Heritage Center sont liés à l’histoire d’une
des premières communautés noires américaines libres fondée en 1838 par
le docker James Weeks, lui-même esclave affranchi. Le plus évident étant
probablement Pioneer Works dans le quartier de Red Hook à Brooklyn : un
site construit entièrement sur ballast.
Les plantes de ballast de la Aronson Gallery sont le fruit de cette collaboration. Depuis juin 2017, elles sont propagées et entretenues par des étudiants,
des enfants et d’autres membres de la communauté entre la New School et
Pioneer Works. Elles seront ensuite transplantées dans des jardins de flore
de ballast en extérieur au printemps 2018. Ici, les plantes sont remplacées
par des peintures, dessins, plans et poèmesde Maria Thereza Alves réalisés
pour l’exposition new-yorkaise de Seeds of Change ».
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Recipes for Survival (1983), 2019
Texts by Michael Taussig
Publisher : University of Texas Press 256 pages
English
ISBN 978-1477317204
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El Largo Camino A Xico / The Long Road To Xico, 1991 - 2015, 2017
Texts by Maria Thereza Alves, T. J. Demos, Pedro de Llano
Edited by Pedro de Llano
Publisher : Sternberg Press, Berlin / Centro Andaluz de Arte Contemporáneo, Sevilla
290 pages
English / Spanish
ISBN 978-84-9959-238-1W
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Maria Thereza Alves, 2013
Texts by Emmanuelle Chérel, Jean Fisher, Catalina Lozano
Edited by Beaux-arts°Nantes
Publisher : Musée du Château des ducs de Bretagne, Nantes. 112 pages
French / Enlish.
ISBN 979-10-92693-00-3
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u

Biography

u

C.V

Born in 1961 in São Paulo (Brasil). Lives and works between
Naples (Italy) and Berlin (Germany).

Née en 1961 à São Paulo (Brésil). Vit et travaille entre Naples
(Italie) et Berlin (Allemagne).

Maria Thereza Alves’ artistic trajectory is inseparable from her
political activism, be it in favour of ecology, the rights of indigenous
minorities or territorial and decolonising struggles.

La trajectoire artistique de Maria Thereza Alves est indissociable
de son activisme politique, que ce soit en faveur de l’écologie,
des droits des minorités indigènes ou des luttes territoriales et
décolonisatrices.

Maria Thereza Alves does not favour any particular medium,
although her work often takes the form of prolific installations
mixing natural and manufactured objects, videos, texts, drawings
and photographs. These installations, like real investigations,
reconstruct the artist’s explorations and actions on a given
territory. In the same way, its field of research and commitment is
free of geographical boundaries, whether it invests in the urban
environment (New York, Manchester) or natural spaces. In 1992,
on the occasion of the commemorations of Christopher Columbus’
arrival in America, she presented, with Jimmie Durham and Alan
Michaelson, the performance Veracruz / Virginia, in Monterrey,
London and Madrid. The three artists wear metal helmets that
prevent them from speaking, symbolizing the muzzled speech
of the colonized peoples. The Seeds of Change project, begun in
1999, this time articulates the issues of colonization, slavery and
ecology. Seeds brought back to Europe by merchant ships are
exhumed and then replanted in the heart of large western cities
on floating platforms. The circulation of beings, be they human
or vegetable, allows Alves to draw up a paradoxical history of
globalization, between uprooting, abandonment and resistance,
in the manner of those garments washed up on the shores of
Senegal in Time, Trade and Surplus Value (2004), which take
human form again.
In 2017, she has been awarded by the Vera List Prize.

Maria Thereza Alves ne privilégie aucun médium en particulier,
bien que son travail se présente souvent sous la forme
d’installations foisonnantes mêlant objets naturels et fabriqués,
vidéos, textes, dessins et photographies. Ces installations, telles
de véritables enquêtes, restituent les explorations et actions de
l’artiste sur un territoire donné. De la même manière, son champ
de recherches et d’engagements est affranchi des frontières
géographiques, qu’elle investisse le milieu urbain (New York,
Manchester) ou des espaces naturels. En 1992 à l’occasion
des commémorations de l’arrivée de Christophe Colomb
en Amérique, elle présente, avec Jimmie Durham et Alan
Michaelson, la performance Veracruz / Virginia, à Monterrey,
à Londres et à Madrid. Les trois artistes portent des casques
métalliques qui les empêchent de parler, symbolisant ainsi
la parole muselée des peuples colonisés. Le projet Seeds of
Change, débuté en 1999, articule cette fois les problématiques
de la colonisation, de l’esclavage et de l’écologie. Des graines
rapportées en Europe par les navires marchands sont exhumées
puis replantées au cœur de grandes villes occidentales sur des
plates-formes flottantes. La circulation des êtres, qu’ils soient
humains ou végétaux, permet à Alves de dresser une histoire
paradoxale de la mondialisation, entre arrachement, abandon
et résistance, à la manière de ces vêtement échoués sur les
rivages du Sénégal dans Time, Trade and Surplus Value (2004),
qui reprennent forme humaine.
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